Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) is increasingly applied in patients with brain metastases (BM) as it is expected to cause less cognitive damage than whole brain radiation therapy (WBRT) because it allows precise radiation delivery to the BM only. Patients with newly diagnosed BM who are accepted for SRS alone represent a selective group of patients with a relatively good performance status (Karnofsky Performance Status ≥ 70) and an expected survival time of at least three months \[[@CR1]\]. Nonetheless, before BM treatment, many patients experience cognitive impairments that may be caused by several factors, including the BM itself, medication use, the primary cancer, or side effects of systemic treatment \[[@CR2]\]. Thorough assessment and understanding of these impairments is of high relevance because these impairments, e.g., slow processing of information, may negatively affect patients' ability to reason through (shared) medical treatment decisions, daily functioning and ultimately patients' quality of life \[[@CR3]\]. In addition, pretreatment neuropsychological assessment is crucial for the evaluation of cognitive changes after SRS \[[@CR4]\].

There have been relatively few studies in patients with newly diagnosed BM who undergo SRS that evaluated (baseline) cognitive functions with objective neuropsychological tests, as opposed to insensitive measures for this purpose such as the Mini-Mental Status Examination (MMSE) \[[@CR5]\]. Moreover, in reports thereof, baseline test results were not the primary focus and were only (very) briefly discussed. The majority of patients (ranging from 53 to 67%) in these studies showed mild to severe impairments in at least one cognitive domain. Executive function, verbal learning and memory, dexterity, information processing, and visuoconstruction were the cognitive domains most frequently affected \[[@CR6]--[@CR10]\], which is in line with research in patients with BM in general \[[@CR11]--[@CR15]\]. Previous studies, however, concerned patients with a limited number of BM 1--4 whereas the use of SRS is expanding to patients with multiple (\> 4) BM \[[@CR16]--[@CR18]\]. More recently, total volume of BM, as opposed to their number, has gained interest as a predictor for outcomes of patients with BM (including overall survival, local control and distant progression of BM) \[[@CR19]--[@CR22]\]. However, thus far, only a few studies have examined the relationship between number and volume of BM and (pretreatment) cognitive functioning in patients with BM. In univariate analyses, a larger total volume of BM was suggested to be associated with worse baseline cognitive performance in four studies, including two small pilot studies \[[@CR6], [@CR8], [@CR10], [@CR15]\]. The number of BM was however not associated with cognitive performance in these studies, suggesting that cognitive functions are more affected by the total burden of BM than by the number of lesions \[[@CR15]\]. To our knowledge only one previous study explored potential predictors of pretreatment cognition in patients with BM in a multivariable manner \[[@CR15]\]. This study showed that total volume of BM was a predictor for baseline cognitive impairment in patients that were randomly assigned to WBRT with or without motexafin gadolinium.

In the current study, we investigated the incidence and severity of cognitive impairments in patients with 1 to 10 BM before Gamma Knife radiosurgery (GKRS). Both number and volume of BM are examined as potential predictors of baseline cognitive functioning. In addition, the role of other clinical variables (including KPS and diagnosis-specific graded prognostic assessment (DS-GPA \[[@CR23]\]) and psychological variables, such as fatigue and symptoms of anxiety and depression, known to impact cognitive test performance \[[@CR24]--[@CR26]\], were explored.

Methods and materials {#Sec2}
=====================

Baseline test data of patients from the ongoing prospective longitudinal observational Cognition and Radiation Study A (CAR-Study A; ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT02953756) were analyzed. In addition, non-cancer controls were recruited. This study was approved by the Medical Ethics Committee Brabant (file NL53472.028.15/P1515).

Patients {#Sec3}
--------

Adult patients were recruited at the Elisabeth-TweeSteden Hospital (ETZ; Tilburg, the Netherlands). Eligibility criteria were previously described by Verhaak et al. \[[@CR27]\]. Most important inclusion criteria included: 1--10 newly diagnosed BM on a diagnostic or referral MRI-scan from a histologically proven malignant cancer, KPS ≥ 70, total tumor volume ≤ 30 cm^3^, and expected survival \> 3 months. Exclusion criteria included: active primary brain tumor, small cell lung cancer, leptomeningeal metastases, or progressive symptomatic systemic disease without further treatment options, prior treatment directed at the BM (e.g., radiation therapy or surgery). Patients were screened by the radiation-oncologist during the first consultation. Neuropsychological assessment (NPA) was performed by a trained neuropsychologist in the morning before treatment.

Non-cancer controls {#Sec4}
-------------------

A normative group of adult non-cancer controls, as previously described by Verhaak et al. \[[@CR27]\], were recruited by convenience sampling from the general community and were selected to be, as much as possible, comparable to the general population and our patient-group, except for the fact that they were not allowed to have (a history of) cancer or severe cerebrovascular disease in the past year. Eligible controls received a study information letter and a medical checklist. All patients and controls signed informed consent before the NPA.

Measures {#Sec5}
--------

Medical records were consulted to extract patient characteristics. BM diagnosed \> 30 days from the diagnosis of the primary tumor were considered metachronous (all other BM were considered synchronous). A well-established test battery \[[@CR2], [@CR28]\] was used that consisted of six neuropsychological tests, generating 11 test variables. In addition, three questionnaires \[[@CR29]--[@CR31]\] were administered (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). FACT-Br data was not evaluated in this study.Table 1Neuropsychological test battery including questionnairesNeuropsychological testDescription/cognitive domainHopkins verbal learning test-revised (HVLT-R)Verbal memory test (12 target words, 6 parallel versions)1. HVLT-R immediate recallShort-term verbal memory span2. HVLT-R delayed recallLonger-term verbal memory3. HVLT-R recognitionDelayed verbal recognition (correct responses minus semantically related and unrelated false-positive errors)Trail making test (TMT)Test of visual conceptual and visuomotor tracking4. TMT APsychomotor speed5. TMT BCognitive flexibility (aspect of executive functioning)Controlled oral word association test6. COWASpeeded verbal fluency test (requires aspects of executive functioning; 2 parallel versions)WAIS digit spanForward and backward repetitions of series of digits7. Digit span forwardImmediate attention8. Digit span backwardWorking memoryWAIS digit symbol9. Digit symbolSymbol substitution test of information processing speed (requires visuomotor coordination and sustained attention)Lafayette grooved pegboard (GP)A manipulative dexterity test10. GP dominant handMotor dexterity dominant hand11. GP non-dominant handMotor dexterity non-dominant handQuestionnaireDescriptionHospital and Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS)Symptoms of anxiety and depressionMultidimensional Fatigue Inventory (MFI)Symptoms of general fatigue, physical fatigue, reduced activation, reduced motivation and mental fatigueFunctional assessment of cancer therapy-brain (FACT-Br)General quality of life (QOL) questionnaire that reflects symptoms or problems associated with brain malignancies across five scales*WAIS* Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale

Statistical analyses {#Sec6}
--------------------

Descriptive and comparative (Chi-square test; independent samples t-test) analyses were performed with respect to characteristics of patients and controls.

By means of multiple linear regression analyses, that regressed raw cognitive test scores of the control sample on age, sex and educational level, normative formulae were generated \[[@CR32]\]. Raw Trails B scores were adjusted for sex, age, educational level and the Trails A score to derive the interference index. Sociodemographically-adjusted z scores were derived: Patients' z score = patient's raw score minus the predicted score divided by the SD of the control sample's residuals. Higher z scores reflect better cognitive performance.

To compare cognitive performance between patients and controls, one-tailed one-sample z tests were performed. Patients' mean z scores are equal to Glass' delta effect sizes (Mean~Patients~ − Mean~Controls~ / SD~Controls~; \[[@CR33]\]), where 0.2 = small, 0.5 = medium, and 0.8 = large effect \[[@CR34]\]. Impaired cognitive performance was defined as a z-score ≤  − 1.5. Percentages of patients with impaired performance per test variable, and on one, two or more tests were calculated.

Correlations were explored of patients' cognitive performances with clinical and psychological characteristics. A maximum of three additional predictors with the highest significant (*p* \< 0.05) correlations were selected per test variable. Hierarchical multiple regression analyses were then performed to regress patients' z scores on the selected predictors. In all models, number (dummy-coded) and volume of BM were entered separately in Block 1. To reduce false discovery rate (FDR) due to multiple testing, alpha's were corrected per hypothesis, according to the Benjamini--Hochberg method \[[@CR35]\]. All statistical analyses were performed with SPSS Statistics 25.0.

Results {#Sec7}
=======

Participants' characteristics {#Sec8}
-----------------------------

In total, 92 patients and 104 controls were included. Patients and controls did not differ in terms of sex, age and education (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Forty percent of patients had more than three BM and the most common primary tumor was non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC; 60%). Median total volume of BM was 5.64 cm^3^. For 16 patients (17.4%) and 5 controls (4.8%) scores on one or more tests were missing due to: invalid assessment (HVLT-R recognition, TMT), unfamiliarity with the alphabet (TMT), visual problems (TMT, Digit Symbol, GP), and impairments in dexterity (TMT, Digit Symbol, GP).Table 2Characteristics of patients and controlsNo. of patients (%)No. of controls (%)Test statistic*p* valueNumber of participants92104Sex*χ*^2^ = 0.18^A^0.67 Male47 (51)50 (48) Female45 (49)54 (52)Age in years, mean ± SD(range)62 ± 10(31--80)59 ± 11(31--87)*t* = 1.53^B^0.13Educational level*χ*^2^ = 4.63^A^0.10 Low28 (31)25 (24) Middle37 (40)33 (32) High27 (29)46 (44)KPS 70--8033 (36) 90--10059 (64)N/ADS-GPA Class I (3.5--4 points)8 (9)N/A Class II (2.5--3 points)33 (35) Class III (1.5--2 points)44 (48) Class IV (0--1 points)7 (8)Primary cancer Lung (NSCLC)55 (60)N/A Renal15 (16) Melanoma12 (13) Other10 (11)Number of BM 132 (35) 2--429 (31)N/A 5--1031 (34)BM volume by patient (cm^3^)Median (range)5.64 (0.02--31.15)N/ATiming of BM diagnosis Synchronous28 (30) Metachronous64 (70)Extracranial metastases^a^ Yes66 (72) No26 (28)N/ABM Symptoms at diagnosis Symptomatic64 (70) Asymptomatic28 (30)N/ASystemic therapy No39 (42)N/A Yes53 (58) Chemotherapy^b^37 (40)HADS scores^c^, mean ± SD Anxiety subscale7.3 ± 4.44.4 ± 2.8t = 5.36^B^\< 0.001 Depression subscale5.7 ± 4.13.5 ± 2.9t = 4.37^B^\< 0.001Educational level according to Verhage (1964; 7 classes): low = 1--4, middle = 5, high = 6--7*N/A* not applicable, *KPS* Karnofsky performance scale, *DS-GPA* diagnosis-specific graded prognostic assessment, *NSCLC* non-small cell lung cancer, *BM* brain metastases^a^Including lymphatic metastases at baseline or before^b^Alone or in combination with other systemic therapies^c^Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale with two 7-item subscales; range 0--21 points; higher scores indicate more symptoms of anxiety or depression^A^Chi-square test of homogeneity^B^Independent-samples T test

Group-level cognitive performance {#Sec9}
---------------------------------

Patients performed significantly worse than non-cancer controls on all 11 test variables with medium to large effect sizes for 8 out of 11 variables (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). Lowest performance was found on measures of psychomotor speed, cognitive flexibility, information processing, and dexterity of both dominant and non-dominant hand.Table 3Cognitive performance at group and individual levelTest variablesGroup levelIndividual levelMean Z scores of patients versus controls^a^Impaired performance per test variable^b^z score dz test*p* valueEffect size^e^Patients (%)Controls (%)*χ*^*2*A^*p* valueHVLT-R immediate recall− 0.52− 4.95 \< 0.001\*− 0.52 (medium)27.24.918.60\< 0.001\*HVLT-R delayed recall− 0.27− 2.590.010\*− 0.27 (small)15.24.86.040.014\*HVLT-R recognition− 0.21− 1.990.047\*− 0.21 (small)14.38.71.540.215TMT A− 0.99− 9.21 \< 0.001\*− 0.99 (large)25.37.711.080.001\*TMT B\|A^c^− 1.49− 13.35 \< 0.001\*− 1.49 (large)28.85.817.99\< 0.001\*COWA− 0.63− 6.06 \< 0.001\*− 0.63 (medium)27.27.713.23 \< 0.001\*Digit span forward− 0.43− 4.10 \< 0.001\*− 0.43 (small)10.95.81.640.200Digit span backward− 0.78− 7.51 \< 0.001\*− 0.78 (medium)22.86.810.150.001\*Digit symbol− 1.49− 13.78 \< 0.001\*− 1.49 (large)55.36.754.05\< 0.001\*GP dominant hand− 1.43− 13.42 \< 0.001\*− 1.43 (large)27.36.914.41\< 0.001\*GP non-dominant hand− 1.63− 15.25 \< 0.001\*− 1.63 (large)43.25.936.94\< 0.001\**HVLT-R* Hopkins verbal learning test revised, *TMT* trail making test, *COWA* Controlled Oral Word Association, *GP* grooved pegboard^\*^*p* ≤ 0.05 (group-level) and *p* ≤ 0.04 (individual-level): alpha was corrected using the Benjamini--Hochberg method Benjamini and Hochberg \[[@CR35]\]^a^One-tailed one-sample z tests (*N controls* = 104; *M* = 0; *SD* = 1; *N patients* = 80--92)^b^Cognitive impairment was defined as a z score ≤ − 1.5 (*N patients* = 80--92*; N controls* = 102--104)^c^TMT B\|A: Trails B score adjusted for sex, age, educational level and the Trails A score^d^Higher z scores reflect better performance^e^Glass' delta: Interpretable as Cohen's *d* effect sizes: ≥ 0.20--0.49 = small, ≥ 0.50--0.79 = medium, ≥ 0.9 = large \[[@CR34]\]^A^Chi-square test of homogeneity

Individual cognitive performance {#Sec10}
--------------------------------

Percentages of impairment on all 11 test variables were higher in patients than in non-cancer controls. This difference was statistically significant, except for verbal recognition and attention (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). These percentages were highest for information processing (55.3%), dexterity (43.2%; non-dominant hand) and cognitive flexibility (28.8%). Compared to controls, more patients showed cognitive impairments in more tests (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). Significantly more patients (62% and 46%) than controls (18% and 3%) had an impairment in at least two or three test variables respectively.Table 4Cognitive performance at the individual level impairment on one or more test variablesNo. of testsPatients (%) (n = 76)Controls (%) (n = 99)*χ*^*2*b^*p* value≥ 1 test76.343.419.05 \< 0.001^c^≥ 2 tests61.818.235.10 \< 0.001^c^≥ 3 tests46.13.046.81 \< 0.001^c^≥ 4 tests36.83.033.72 \< 0.001^c^≥ 5 tests23.7026.14 \< 0.001^c^≥ 6 tests14.5015.29 \< 0.001^c^≥ 7 tests11.8012.36 \< 0.001^c^≥ 8 tests6.606.710.010^c^≥ 9 tests00N/AN/A≥ 10 tests00N/AN/A11 tests00N/AN/A^a^Impaired performance (z score ≤ -− 1.5) of patients with complete test scores on all tests. For 16 patients (17.4%) and 5 controls (4.8%) scores on one or more tests were missing due to: invalid assessment (HVLT-R recognition, TMT), unfamiliarity with the alphabet (TMT), visual problems (TMT, Digit Symbol, GP), and impairments in manual dexterity (TMT, Digit Symbol, GP)^b^Chi-square test of homogeneity^c^Statistical significance was considered as *p* ≤ 0.05: alpha was corrected according to the Benjamini--Hochberg method Benjamini and Hochberg \[[@CR35]\]

Predictors of baseline cognitive performance {#Sec11}
--------------------------------------------

Supplementary Tables 1 and 2 present the results of the exploratory correlation analyses (Online Resource 1). A metachronous diagnosis of BM (compared to synchronous) was significantly associated with worse performance on 7 out of the 11 test variables. Chemotherapy was significantly negatively correlated with performance on 3 test variables (immediate and delayed memory and psychomotor speed). Mental fatigue was significantly negatively associated with psychomotor speed, information processing, and dexterity. Higher KPS was significantly associated with greater dexterity.

Four additional clinical (KPS; chemotherapy; symptomatic versus asymptomatic BM; timing of BM diagnosis) and four psychological predictors (Reduced Activation; Reduced Motivation; Mental Fatigue; symptoms of depression) were selected for the hierarchical multiple regression analyses. None of the initial regression models with only number and volume of the BM as predictors, nor the predictors themselves, were statistically significant (Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}). The addition of the clinical and psychological predictors led to a statistically significant increase in explained variance in five models for measures of verbal memory, psychomotor speed, information processing and dexterity. In two models (delayed recognition and information processing), timing of BM diagnosis was the only significant predictor, whereby patients with metachronous BM performed worse. Post hoc descriptive analyses showed that of the patients with a metachronous diagnosis, 44% had NSCLC, 55% received (prior) chemotherapy and 53% had a high KPS of 90--100 (vs. 96%, 7% and 89% in the synchronous group, respectively). For immediate verbal memory, symptomatic (versus asymptomatic) BM was a significant predictor, whereby patients with symptomatic BM performed worse. For psychomotor speed, mental fatigue was the only significant predictor in the model, with slower psychomotor speed in patients with more symptoms of mental fatigue. A final significant model did not yield any significant individual predictors (dexterity non-dominant hand).Table 5Multiple hierarchical regression predicting patients' cognitive test performanceTest variableModelPredictorB*SE* B*p\**F(*df*)*R*^2^*∆R*2*p\** (*∆R*^2^)HVLT-R immediate recallModel 10.2201.50 (3,88)0.049Number of BM~Single~− 0.6350.3630.084Number of BM~5--10~0.0230.3660.949Total volume of BM0.0020.0200.922Model 2**0.011\***2.96 (6,85)0.1730.1240.008\*Number of BM~Single~− 0.5540.3530.120Number of BM~5--10~− 0.0810.3520.818Total volume of BM0.0140.0200.474Chemotherapy− 0.4020.3190.211Symptomatic (y/n)− 0.7430.318**0.022\***Timing of BM diagnosis− 0.4720.3430.173HVLT-R delayed recallModel 10.0462.77 (3,88)0.086Number of BM~Single~− 0.5400.3230.098Number of BM~5--10~0.3260.754Total volume of BM0.1030.0170.102Model 2**0.013\***3.10 (5,86)0.1530.0660.039\*Number of BM~Single~− 0.3880.3200.229Number of BM~5--10~0.0950.3190.766Total volume of BM− 0.0300.0170.079Chemotherapy− 0.2910.2900.319Timing of BM diagnosis− 0.5330.3080.087HVLT-R recognitionModel 10.4260.94 (3,87)0.031Number of BM~Single~− 0.1660.3560.642Number of BM~5--10~0.0710.3590.844Total volume of BM− 0.0280.0190.149Model 2**0.014\***3.04 (5,85)0.1510.1200.004\*Number of BM~Single~− 0.0490.3450.888Number of BM~5--10~− 0.0490.3420.887Total volume of BM− 0.0190.0190.313Symptomatic (y/n)− 0.5680.3080.068Timing of BM diagnosis− 0.7900.300**0.010\***TMT AModel 10.1351.91 (3,82)0.065Number of BM~Single~− 0.4250.4580.356Number of BM~5--10~0.5410.4590.242Total volume of BM− 0.0250.0250.302Model 2**0.005\***3.42 (6,79)0.2060.1410.005\*Number of BM~Single~− 0.1720.4380.695Number of BM~5--10~0.5040.4330.249Total volume of BM− 0.0200.0230.389Chemotherapy− 0.5720.3980.154Timing of BM diagnosis− 0.2990.4340.492Mental fatigue− 0.1090.046**0.021\***TMT B\|AModel 10.6830.501 (3,76)0.019Number of BM~Single~ − 0.5670.7230.435Number of BM~5-10~ − 0.4660.7090.513Total volume of BM − 0.0280.0380.455COWAModel 10.2891.27 (3,87)0.042Number of BM~Single~ − 0.5150.3150.106Number of BM~5-10~ − 0.0580.3180.856Total volume of BM − 0.0060.0170.708Model 20.0911.97 (5,85)0.1040.0620.059Number of BM~Single~ − 0.4190.3120.183Number of BM~5--10~ − 0.0360.3110.908Total volume of BM − 0.0100.0170.562Timing of BM diagnosis − 0.3600.2750.195Reduced motivation − 0.0590.0330.078Digit span forwardModel 10.7410.417 (3,88)0.014Number of BM~Single~0.0150.2400.950Number of BM~5--10~0.0690.2420.777Total volume of BM − 0.0140.0130.276Digit span backwardModel 10.1631.75 (3,88)0.083Number of BM~Single~ − 0.1280.2670.632Number of BM~5--10~ − 0.1440.2690.594Total volume of BM − 0.0290.0140.046Model 20.1081.96 (4,87)0.0830.0260.118Number of BM~Single~ − 0.1670.2660.532Number of BM~5--10~ − 0.1880.2680.486Total volume of BM − 0.0220.0150.138Symptomatic (y/n) − 0.3790.2400.118Digit symbolModel 10.5180.764 (3,80)0.028Number of BM~Single~0.0630.3430.855Number of BM~5--10~ − 0.0330.3530.925Total volume of BM − 0.0280.0190.150Model 2**0.010\***3.03 (6,77)0.1910.1630.003\*Number of BM~Single~0.2260.3240.488Number of BM~5--10~ − 0.0580.3280.859Total volume of BM − 0.0230.0180.210Timing of BM diagnosis − 0.6250.295**0.037\***Mental fatigue − 0.0410.0380.281Symptoms of depression − 0.0680.0370.072GP dominant handModel 10.5110.78 (3,83)0.027Number of BM~Single~ − 0.7200.7710.353Number of BM~5--10~ − 0.5580.7870.480Total volume of BM − 0.0380.0410.361Model 20.1941.56 (4,82)0.0700.0430.054Number of BM~Single~ − 0.6020.7610.431Number of BM~5--10~ − 0.5550.7740.475Total volume of BM − 0.0300.0410.466Mental fatigue − 0.1520.0780.054GP non-dominant handModel 10.9770.07(3,84)0.002Number of BM~Single~ − 0.2380.6010.693Number of BM~5--10~ − 0.2380.6090.697Total volume of BM − 0.0020.0320.961Model 2**0.018\***2.73(6, 81)0.1680.1660.002\*Number of BM~Single~ − 0.1370.5760.813Number of BM~5--10~ − 0.3120.5710.587Total volume of BM − 0.0020.0300.949KPS0.0310.0290.284Timing of BM diagnosis − 1.030.5260.054Reduced activity − 0.1170.0620.062Bold values indicate the statistically significant difference*HVLT-R* Hopkins verbal learning test revised, *TMT* trail making test, *COWA* Controlled Oral Word Association, *GP* grooved pegboard, *BM* brain metastases, *KPS* Karnofsky Performance Index, *B* unstandardized regression coefficient, *SE B* standard error B, *df* degrees of freedomCoding of predictors: single BM: Number of BM~single~ = 1; 2--4 BM: Number of BM~single~ = 0, Number of BM~5-10~ = 0, 5--10 BM: Number of BM~5-10~ = 1; Symptomatic: yes = 1, no/asymptomatic = 0; Timing of BM diagnosis: synchronous = 0, metachronous = 1\*Statistical significance was considered as *p* ≤ 0.005 (models 1) and *p* ≤ 0.03 (models 2), alpha was corrected according to the Benjamini--Hochberg method \[[@CR35]\] and as *p* ≤ 0.05 for the individual regression coefficients and change in R^2^ per model

Discussion {#Sec12}
==========

In this study we examined the incidence and severity of cognitive impairment, and clinical as well as psychological predictors thereof, in selected patients with 1--10 BM who were accepted for GKRS. Cognitive performance was measured with a well-established neuropsychological test battery. Previous studies on cognitive functioning were focused on patients with 1--4 BM or made use of an insensitive measure to assess cognitive test performance (the MMSE) \[[@CR5]\].

At group level, we found lowest cognitive test performance (large effect sizes; means that ranged between − 1 and − 1.6 SD below the normative mean) on measures of psychomotor speed, cognitive flexibility, information processing, and dexterity of both dominant and non-dominant hand. At the individual level, cognitive performance was most frequently impaired with respect to measures of short-term verbal memory span, cognitive flexibility, information processing, and dexterity of both dominant and non-dominant hand. Although at group level, patients performed significantly worse than controls (with small effect sizes) on measures of verbal recognition and immediate attention. At the individual level, however, there were no significant differences in the frequencies of impairment for these two measures. These results are largely in line with previous studies in patients with BM: cognitive impairment in one or more tests before treatment of BM ranged between 53 and 80% (76% in our sample) and was most clearly demonstrated in the domains of executive functioning (including cognitive flexibility), verbal and visual memory, dexterity and psychomotor speed \[[@CR6], [@CR7], [@CR9], [@CR10], [@CR36], [@CR37]\].

We noted a degree of impairment in information processing in our study that is higher than in other studies. Some of these studies used different neuropsychological tests, however, both studies by Chang et al. \[[@CR6], [@CR7]\] used the WAIS Digit Symbol test as well. At baseline, only 7% of their patients showed impaired performance in the pilot study \[[@CR6]\] and baseline z scores in the larger randomized trial ranged between − 0.1 and − 0.4 \[[@CR7]\] whereas in our sample, 55% of patients had impaired performance on this test and the mean z score was − 1.5. This difference might be explained by differences in the study samples: compared to our study, their sample consisted of patients with fewer (1--3) BM, higher median KPS and lower median total BM volume BM. In addition, although having severe problems with dexterity was one of the exclusion criteria in our study, impairments in dexterity were (highly) prevalent in our patient sample: 27% of patients showed impaired dominant hand dexterity (the mean z score for this measure was − 1.43 in our study vs.  − 1.30 in the SRS-arm of Chang et al. \[[@CR7]\]). These impairments may have influenced performance on the other measures with high dominant hand motor demands \[[@CR38]\] and help explain the poor performance on information processing, psychomotor speed, and cognitive flexibility. The use of (additional) neuropsychological tests with minimal motor requirements should be considered in future trials in this patient population, as the assessment of speed (information processing or psychomotor) is aimed at understanding cognitive rather than physical function \[[@CR38]\].

Multivariable regression was used to examine whether number or volume of BM was predictive of pretreatment cognitive test performance. Neither number nor volume of BM were significant predictors in any of these initial models. Similarly, in previous studies based on univariate analyses, number of BM was not associated with cognitive performance. However, the same studies found negative associations uncorrected for multiple testing between total BM volume and measures of attention, verbal memory, information processing and executive functions \[[@CR6], [@CR8], [@CR10], [@CR15]\]. We also found a significant negative univariate association between volume of BM and working memory but in multivariable analyses volume of BM was not a significant predictor of working memory.

Hierarchical multivariable models including clinical as well as psychological variables were predictive of performance on six measures of verbal memory, psychomotor speed, information processing, and dexterity. Timing of BM diagnosis was a significant individual predictor in two out of five significant regression models: patients with a synchronous (versus metachronous) diagnosis of BM performed better on verbal recognition and had higher information processing (speed). This might be explained by the fact that these patients were still largely treatment-naïve and were in a better overall (higher KPS), and cognitive condition. Patients with a metachronous diagnosis of BM on the other hand, already received various types of systemic treatment, including chemotherapy, for their primary tumor, which may have contributed to the cognitive impairments \[[@CR39], [@CR40]\] already before the diagnosis of the BM. These (cancer-related) cognitive impairments primarily involve the domains of memory, attention, executive functioning, and processing speed \[[@CR41]\].

Despite the fact that the patients in our study had significantly more symptoms of anxiety and depression than our controls we found no evidence for a direct effect of anxiety and depression on cognitive test performance in our prediction models. This is in line with a previous study in patients with BM and indicates that anxiety and depression may not be (primary) contributors to cognitive impairment in these patients \[[@CR37]\]. Mental fatigue however was predictive of reduced psychomotor speed. Efforts should be continued to investigate specific patient- and tumor-specific factors that can predict cognitive test performance. Identification of these characteristics allow for more individually tailored care for patients. In addition, thorough assessment of cognitive impairment, and understanding of the predictors thereof, is crucial for the evaluation of cognitive changes after SRS \[[@CR4]\].

This study has some limitations to be considered. Our patients had BM originating from various primary tumor histologies. Since prognosis, systemic treatment, and timing of BM may vary with type of primary cancer \[[@CR42]\], this might have affected cognitive test performance. However, as most BM originate from lung cancer, lung cancer patients represent the majority of patients with BM, both in clinical practice and in clinical trials (including this study). In addition, we did not examine or take into account the location(s) of the BM. Further study is required to examine the impact of BM location (e.g., supratentorial, cerebellar, brainstem and 'other') on cognitive test performance as cognitive impairment is related to the site of tumor growth \[[@CR43]\]. Although we did not find a direct effect of number and volume of BM on cognitive test performance in our relatively large sample of patients with 1--10 BM, it is of interest to investigate whether change (reduction or progression) in number and volume influences change in cognitive test performances after SRS. Li et al. \[[@CR44]\] showed that greater volume reduction in total volume of BM was associated with a delay in cognitive decline after WBRT \[[@CR44]\].

Significant associations between cognitive test performance and daily functional independence have been found in brain tumor patients \[[@CR45]\]. This study used mostly the same neuropsychological tests as the current study. Strongest associations were found for executive functioning (TMT B), language comprehension (COWA) and verbal learning and memory (HVLT-R). Patients with BM in our study showed significant impairments in all of these tests. These impairments may cause serious difficulties in day-to-day activities (e.g., daily chores, preparing dinner or communicating with family and friends). For example, patients may experience difficulties with the ability to plan ahead (related to impaired cognitive flexibility), slowness of comprehension and processing of information (related to impaired processing speed), and difficulties in learning and remembering new information (related to functions of memory), and difficulties in performing adequate movements appropriate to a certain task (related to impairments in dexterity and executive functioning). In addition, these difficulties in everyday living may increase the caregiver burden \[[@CR45]\].

Assessment of cognitive deficits is also crucial in understanding patients' ability in weighing the risks (cognitive impairment, distant recurrences, neurotoxicity) and benefits (cognitive preservation, local control, distant control) in coming to a treatment decision (e.g., WBRT, SRS or best supportive care) \[[@CR46]\]. A previous study indicated that over half of the patients with BM (prior to BM treatment) had a diminished ability to reason through medical treatment decisions \[[@CR47]\], this was associated (same study sample) with worse verbal memory and information processing \[[@CR48], [@CR49]\]. In our sample, 55% (information processing), 27% (immediate verbal memory and verbal fluency) and 23% (working memory) of patients had impairments in these cognitive domains, emphasizing the relevance of pretreatment neuropsychological assessment. Patients at risk may need additional (written) information and guidance through the process of understanding treatment choices. Early detection of these cognitive impairments may facilitate cognitive intervention planning. Intervention (e.g., cognitive rehabilitation programs; \[[@CR50]\] at an early stage may benefit the quality of survival in these patients, which is of particular interest for the growing number of (subgroups of) patients with longer expected survival.
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